
 ML-2571N - printer, multifunction & fax

mono laser network printer
The SAMSUNG ML-2571N compact network monochrome laser printer that takes the work
load away from your PC with postscript 3 and PCL6 printing languages.

the right size for your small work space

The most notable feature of the SAMSUNG ML-2571N is its
compact size. With dimensions of 354 x 246 x 297mm, the
mono laser printer works in even the smallest business
environment. Perch it beside your filing cabinet, or just on top
of your desk. The trim proportions of the network-ready ML-
2571N ensure that it works in every place, every situation.

no waiting-fast printing

Speed is another impressive aspect of the ML-2571N.
Clocking in at 24ppm for A4 and 25ppm for letter size, its
printout rate compares favorably even next to other printers.
This rapid performance saves valuable time working time.
With a resolution of 1,200 x 1,200dpi, your prints are clear
and crisp, just like the original. If you demand fast speed,
network connectivity and high quality printouts, ML-2571N is
your solution.



powerful performance with network printing

The SAMSUNG ML-2571N is an extremely powerful
400MHz, and 32MB system memory for the one more
advanced model; this printer makes your printouts a breeze.
This means faster performance over networks, allowing you
to accomplish more in less time. Speed means your printer's
memory is free sooner for more prints, and productivity
increases.

jam-free system-easy open and close

Bothersome paper jams that stall your print jobs and make
copying tasks a headache are now eliminated with a jam-free
roller system. Effortless opening and closing and easy paper
access makes your printer low-maintenance and trouble-
free.

easy installation-no need to reboot

Say goodbye to the complicated and cumbersome
installation. While setup of other printers can take many
steps, you can start using your ML-2571N printer in just four
easy clicks, with no need to reboot. We make complete
installation of your new printer as simple as possible.

the best for less-economical network printing

You can't top the ML-2571N for its cost-effective operation.
Compare with other brands to see how much lower the costs
of operation will be. Printing in volume, your savings will only
grow. Find true value in the ML-2571N and its economical
approach to printing.

Overview

Function Print

Print

Speed (Mono) Up to 24ppm in A4 (25ppm in Letter)

First Print Out Time (Mono) 9.0 seconds (from Ready)

Resolution Up to 1,200 x 1,200dpi effective output
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